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Senses Re-Wired KS2 duration: 45 minutes  
Illusions, demonstrations and audience participation reveal how our senses work to keep us safe, healthy and well-informed 
about the world around us. We also find out how they can be easily confused and how our own brains can sometimes lead us 
astray! We see how other living things such as snakes, bats and bees can detect things we can’t and how this suits them to their 
habitats, before exploring ways in which we can extend our own sensory range with technologies old and new, from braille to 
using the tongue for vision. 

Key Words: 
Senses. Brain. The ear. Sound. The eye. Light. Animals. Illusions. Adaptations. Habitats. Materials. Observing. Testing. Predicting.  

Learning objectives: 
Science provides a rational and testable way of understanding the world and helps us separate opinion from fact 
Our senses help to keep us safe, healthy and connected to one another and we have far more than the familiar five 
The ear processes sound energy and our brains convert this into sound 
The eye processes light energy and our brains convert this into an image 
Sensory information is important in responding to a changing or hazardous environment 
Our brain’s perception of reality is based on sensory information along with our past experience 
Our brains create a ‘forward model’ that help us predict what to expect 
Many illusions are based on the difference between ‘real’ and ‘expected’ information 
There are limitations to the sensory range of humans – including our hearing range 
Many living things can detect things humans cannot, such as ultra violet light or magnetic fields 
Technology old and new has allowed us to extend our sensory range, from canaries in coal mines to mobile phones 
New technologies are finding ways to create new human senses, such as hearing through our skin and seeing with our tongues! 

Curriculum Links: 
Recognise the power of rational explanation and develop a sense of excitement and curiosity 
Observe phenomena, looking more closely at the natural and humanly-constructed world around them 
Explaining what is occurring, predicting how things behave and analysing causes 
Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body and say which part of the body is associated with each sense  
Using their senses to compare different textures, sounds and smells 
Describe and compare the structure of a variety of common animals (fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals, inc. pets) 
Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including microhabitats  
Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited 
Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock 
Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made 

Content 

Be reminded of our familiar five senses and discover that we have a whole lot more 
Understand the importance of our many senses in keeping us safe, healthy, informed and connected 
Learn about how our brains help us understand the world and create our own individual realities 
Experience fascinating and memorable illusions and demonstrations that involve the whole audience 
Have their senses baffled in amazing and intriguing ways 
Find out how our senses can work together and also how our brains can mislead us 
Have the opportunity to volunteer for a variety of on-stage activities and games 
See the world the way that some other living things do (bats, snakes, bees) 
Learn about some of the historic and modern ways in which we have extended the human sensory range 
Experience how we can re-train our brains and even develop brand new senses 
 

Potential Hazards and accessibility 

Some loud sounds and sound effects; lighting effects 
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